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CHAPTER I 

POINT OF DEPARTURE 

By the 1740's, Gottfried Silbermann's newfangled 

pianoforte was on its way to becoming the fashionable 

musical toy of wealthy Germans. Silbermann's plan was 

designed by the Italian inventor, Bartolommeo Cristofori, 

and introduced two notable improvements which modified 

the instrument's tone. He "included hand stops for raising 

the treble and bass dampers in addition to devices for 

sliding the keyboard sideways so that the hammers would 

strike only one of the two strings provided for each note. "1 

In 1746, Silbermann sold Frederick II several instruments 

and his accompanist, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, praised its 

sound. If this praise was offered only to humor Frederick, 

as suggested by some biographers, C.P.E.'s interest was 

undoubtedly stimulated by his father's response to the 

pianoforte. When Johann Sebastian Bach visited Frederick II 

and Philipp Emanuel in 1747, he played a series of Silber - 

mann pianos and later offered constructive remarks to 

further its development. 

'Edward M. Ripin, "PIANOFORTE I, 2: Origins to 1750" 
in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Edited 
by Stanley Sadie (London: MacMillan Publishers Limited, 
1980) , p. 686. 

1 
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The rise of the piano was a significant element in 

Emanuel's pursuit as a keyboard composer and player; he 

was born in the decade following Cristofori's invention 

of 1709, originally described as a "harpsichord with piano 

e forte. "2 Since the piano was a hybrid experiment, it 

called for a mixture of new and old finger skills. C.P.E. 

was a terrific clavichord player, and he, like other mas- 

ters of the clavichord, would celebrate an advantage from 

having developed a dextrous control which bore an engaging 

array of nuance. Yet, Bach described his own tactile 

shock from the piano in 1753: 

The more recent pianoforte, when it is 
sturdy and well built, has many fine 
qualities, although its touch must be 
carefully worked out, a task which is 
not without its difficulties.3 

The Sonatas, Fantasies and Rondos for Connoisseurs 

and Amateurs is a six -volume collection of keyboard works 

composed by C.P.E. Bach between 1779 and 1787. It is 

apparent that C._ .E. was thinking of the clavichord in his 

first set of "Sonatas for Connoisseurs and Amateurs," but 

in the second set, published in 1780, the Rondos begin to 

appear, and it is this set which offers the title: 

2Ibid., p. 683. 

3Frank Dawes, "PIANOFORTE: Piano Playing," in the New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Edited by Stanley 
Sadie. (London: MacMillan Publishers Limited, 1980), p. 712. 
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CLAVIER -SONATEN, nebst einigen Rondos 
furs Forte -Piano, fur Kenner and 
Liebhaber . 4 

There is a strong implication that the Rondos are exclu- 

sively intended for the pianoforte, even more so than the 

"Clavier- Sonatas." 

Interestingly, it is a Rondo, published in 1781, aside 

from the Kenner and Liebhaber collection which takes the 

departing glance at C.P.E.'s clavichord music. It is en- 

titled, "Abschied von Silbermannschen Clavier in einem 

Rondeau," or "Farewell to my Silbermann's Clavichord. . 

and, as Philipp Barford describes, "absolutely defies ade- 

quate interpretation upon the piano. "5 The piece is in a 

highly chromatic e- minor, full of suspensions, anticipations 

and appoggiaturas with an emphasis on small intervals, 

especially thirds. The texture in the "Farewell Rondo" is 

quite thin, featuring a predominantly conjunct solo in the 

right hand with accompanied pitches that are rarely more 

than an octave below that voice. The Bebung effect, which 

simulates a tremolo by slightly bending the pitch of a 

string, is employed in this piece, thus excusing any 

attempts to perform the Rondo on the piano, in the name of 

true clavichordism. 

4Bach, C.P.E., Sonatas, Fantasies, and Rondos for Piano 
Solo. Kalmus Piano Series, Volume I (Melville, New York: 
Belwin Mills Publishing Corporation), p. 44. 

5Philipp Barford, The Keyboard Music of C.P.E. Bach. 
(London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1955), p. 132. 
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Though Bach's "Farewell Rondo" sheds a tear for the 

loss of an old friend (namely the clavichord), the work 

exemplifies a type of lamenting rondo which C.P.E. became 

fond of. This melancholic character was sharply contrasted 

by playful and extroverted Rondos, both of which appeared 

in the "Kenner and Liebhaber" collection, and which set 

C.P.E.'s pieces apart from the mainstream of the rondo 

form's development. In his article on the "Rondo" from the 

New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Malcolm Cole 

dedicates a special section to the Rondos of C.P.E. Bach, 

which were also cited as unique models by Nineteenth 

Century writers Jean Baptist Cramer and Johann Forkel. 

Therefore, the thirteen Rondos for "Connoisseurs and 

Amateurs" will be discussed and analyzed in this document, 

which includes a style summary and analysis charts. 



CHAPTER II 

BIOGRAPHY 

Two major biographical accounts of C.P.E. Bach were 

written during his lifetime --Dr. Charles Burney's account 

of their time spent together, accompanied by Burney's 

brief biographical sketch of C.P.E., and Philipp Finanuel's 

autobiography, first printed in 1773, which summarizes his 

life previous to that date. Emanuel was the second son of 

Johann Sebastian and Maria Barbara Bach, and was born in 

Weimar on March 8, 1714. During Emanuel's childhood, the 

home of Johann Sebastian was visited frequently by a diver- 

sity of professional people. Eugene Helm points out 

Johann Sebastian's concern that many musicians of the 

Eighteenth Century were destined to be perceived as ignorant 

servants, which may account for Sebastian's care in guiding 

his children through institutional education, and offering 

them intensive training in the craft of composition and the 

skills of keyboard playing. Carl Philipp Emanuel and Johann 

Christian Bach are noted by Harold Schonberg as two of the 

first professional pianists;6 C.P.E.'s "scrupulous account 

6Harold Schonberg, The Great Pianists (New York; Simon 
and Schuster, 1963), p. 30. 

5 
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books" and formalized billing7 reflects a serious approach 

to the Eighteenth Century business world, perhaps encouraged 

by both his studies in law and his father's practices. In 

his autobiography, Emanuel acknowledges his father as his 

only music teacher, and by 1738, upon entering his first 

professional station, Emanuel had composed many instrumental 

works, taught composition and keyboard lessons, and was a 

skilled performer. 

In that year, C.P.E. accepted a position under the 

Crown Prince Frederick of Rheinsberg, who became King of 

Prussia in 1740. Emanuel served as accompanist for 

Frederick's flute performances, soloist and chamber player 

for the frequent musical gatherings in Frederick's court. He 

coached Frederick, transposed and arranged ensemble works, 

and composed music for special occasions. His colleagues 

in Frederick's court included Johann Gottlieb Graun, Karl 

Georg, J. J. Quantz, and Franz Benda. He cultivated many 

friendships with poets and writers - -men such as Kirnberger, 

Lessing, Marpurg, and Quantz reinforced his aesthetic 

interests. The "real" C.P.E. Bach was met in his own home 

with friends; Philip Barford describes young Emanuel as a 

"deeply introspective, and adventurous clavichordist hidden 

beneath the professional exterior of court continuo player. "8 

?Eugene Helm, Music at the Court of Frederick the Great. 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1960), p. 845. 

8Philip Barford, op. cit., p. 3. 
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Emanuel's skills in improvisation were phenomenal, and 

reflected a sensitive temperament which perhaps caused him 

a great deal of frustration, particularly with his rela- 

tionship to Frederick the Great. During the thirty years 

C.P.E. Was in Berlin, his salary was never raised substan- 

tially, yet his colleagues and apprentices were treated 

generously. Frederick never appreciated Emanuel Bach's 

compositions, and C.P.E. was not fond of Frederick's 

musicianship. A favorite story from Emanuel's biographies 

tells of an occasion when Frederick finished a performance 

of a flute sonata, and someone exclaimed, "What rhythm!" 

C.P.E. uttered, "What rhythms!" 
9 

Carl Philipp travelled very little during these three 

decades, and Daryl Berg suggests this may have retarded his 

fame.10 However, he gained a reputation as an effective 

teacher, and his father's name probably secured attention 

from the public to his own music. This association with 

Johann Sebastian's name might have been as much a curse as 

it was a blessing -- though C.P.E.'s musical skills were 

always trusted, he was not dedicated to manufacturing 

compositions that were expected to be offsprings of his 

father's style. 

9Eugene Helm, op. cit., p. 175. 

10Daryl Berg, The Keyboard Sonatas of C.P.E. Bach: An 
Expression of the Mannerist Principle. Ph.D. dissertation: 
State University of New York -- Buffalo, 1975. (Photocopy. 
Ann Arbor: University Microfilms) , p. 48. 
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A certain duality developed in Emanuel's career - -he 

became a master at serving the prescribed functions, yet 

he was able to find within his person a deeply intimate 

musical language, expressed through compositions and spon- 

taneous performance. This duality began in Frederick's 

court when Emanuel, like a good Bach, was assigned to 

write flute sonatas and other pieces for the King's 

pleasure. Emanuel's needs were more than that, so he 

shared with his friends and students a musical style that 

pioneered the marriage of the piano and Romanticism. As 

Emanuel's style became more sophisticated, the duality 

became more distinct, especially during his later years 

in Hamburg. 

Having served three decades in Frederick's court, 

C.P.E. Bach's long awaited appointment to Hamburg in 1767 

came after stubborn negotiation and finally an insistant 

request in the name of good health. C.P.E. succeeded his 

godfather, Georg Frederick Telemann, to administer the 

liturgical music of the five Protestant Churches of Hamburg. 

This new position represented greater personal freedom, yet 

provided more responsibility for Emanuel; the Hamburg 

intelligentsia represented a demanding social position. If 

Johann Sebastian Bach was a hard act to follow, Telemann's 

accomplishment in the eyes of the Hamburg community would 
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have been overwhelming. Fortunately, Telemann had earlier 

endorsed C.P.E. Bach as his successor.11 

As in Berlin, Carl Philipp maintained many friendships 

with educated writers, poets, and professors. During the 

year 1773, Dr. Charles Burney visted Bach and entered into 

his journal a description of C.P.E.'s professional and 

personal world. Burney describes C.P.E. Bach as a well - 

dressed, mannered connoissuer of elegant dining, articulate 

conversation, keen humor, and good music. The Hamburg 

churches were able to provide Bach with a salary which 

supported his stylish life and a schedule of assignments 

that kept him very busy. Eugene Helm describes this 

schedule in the New Grove Dictionary: 

The workload was enormous: to provide about 
200 musical performances (including 10 
Passions within 13 days) yearly among the 
five churches, as well as sacred music in 
the school, birthday cantatas for the 
inaugurations of an endless procession of 
new pastors, congratulatory cantatas or 
musical celebrations for various new city 
officials, music for school plays and even 
birthday cantatas for prominent citizens, 
music for visiting royalty, etc.12 

To accomodate such a demand, Bach became highly skilled 

at tailoring his music to satisfy the community needs; he 

11Eugene Helm, "BACH III: (9) Carl Philipp Emanuel," 
in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Edited 
by Stanley Sadie. (London: MacMillan Publishers Limited, 
1980) , p. 849. 

12lbid, p. 849. 
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also broke tradition of composing original music for 

holidays by using the music of his father and Telemann.13 

Seeming to thrive on a diverse agenda, C.P.E. Bach's 

Hamburg service represents a great accomplishment. 

However, it is the music from Bach's intimate self 

that is alive in the Twentieth Century, especially his 

keyboard works. Regardless of the degree of self - 

indulgence, Bach's music always reflects a brilliant 

technician. Eugene Helm points out: 

Even in the most empfindsam work there 
is never a moment when the hand of the 

14 consummate craftsman is not in evidence. 

Indeed, C.P.E.'s mature compositional technique of 

setting a motive or theme in infinite variation and 

travelling through a kaleidscope of moods, is of the 

highest craft. Dr. Charles Burney's journal tells of 

C.P.E.'s occasional insecurity --his continual battle for 

community appreciation and self- respect. Burney describes 

Emanuel's reluctance to share with his visiting friend a 

particular performance of religious music which was poorly 

performed, poorly composed, and written for a shallow and 

uninterested audience. This insecurity could reflect a 

misdemeanor on Bach's part for allowing some of his own 

13Heinz, Becker, "HAMBURG," in the New Grove Dictionary 
of Music and Musicians. Edited by Stanley Sadie. (London: 
Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1980), p. 1109. 

14Eugene Helm, "BACH III," op. cit. p. 851. 
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mediocre music to be used. On the other hand, Bach died 

in 1788 a prolific composer of highly respected composi- 

tions. Christian Neefe was one of Bach's greatest admirers. 

As young Beethoven's teacher, Neefe brought Bach's teaching 

method into his studio, and Beethoven is known to have used 

Bach's pieces for his student, Carl Czerny. Beethoven said: 

"Of Emanuel Bach's pianoforte works I have only a few 

things, yet a few by that artist serve not only for highest 

enjoyment but also for study. "15 Clementi, speaking of 

Bach's published method, wrote: "Whatever I know of 

fingering and the new style, in short, whatever I under- 

stand of the pianoforte I learned from this book. 
"16 

Haydn called C.P.E.'s pedagogy the "school of all schools," 

and Mozart said, "He's the father, we are the children. "17 

op. cit., p. 24. 
15Harold Schonberg, 

16Harold Schonberg, op. cit., p. 24. 

17Harold Schonberg, op. cit., p. 23. 



CHAPTER III 

BACH'S STYLE 

Dr. Charles Burney responded to C.P.E.'s music with 

two curious statements: One, that Bach's works are "more 

difficult to express than to execute," and another, that 

"he possesses every style; though he chiefly confines him- 

self to the expressive. "18 The first one of these state- 

ments is easily understood upon hearing Bach's keyboard 

music- his works are indeed more difficult to express 

than to execute because the expressive nature of his music 

is exposed by virtue of its thin, vocally- founded textures 

and the technical demands are not overwhelming. He 

employed a language of simple expressive sound on the key- 

board by including slow, sentimental arias, fragments of 

recitative, frequent changes of mood, bare melodic synco- 

pations, and intervals such as descending sixths and 

diminished sevenths to create "sigh" motifs.19 Textures are 

18Dr. Charles Burney, An Eighteenth- Century Musical Tour 
in Central Europe and the Netherlands. Edited by Percy 
Scholes. (London, 1959), pp. 218, 219. 

19Karin Heuschneider, editor. The Piano Sonata of the 
Eighteenth -Century in Germany. (Cape Town, Amsterdam, 
Balkema, 1970), p. 40. 

12 
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often thin and top- heavy, sometimes with lyrical subordi- 

nant voices. Ornamentation was vital; it enhanced a kin- 

ship between the keyboard and voice. Emanuel Bach 

encouraged supplementary study of the voice for all musi- 

cians;20 he said, "playing should resemble singing as much 

as possible. "21 Therefore, the notion that Bach's music is 

more difficult to express than to execute leads us to 

appreciate the personal element of Bach's music." 

One must approach C.P.E.'s music with the assumption 

that the composer used his scores as sketches intended to 

generate the performer's imagination. Emanuel Bach's solo 

music calls on the emotional vein of the performer --it is 

a dramatic monologue which invites the player to add 

inflection and color. The soloist movement, ignited by 

the pianoforte's popularity, was bound to breed virtuoso 

players and less personal compositions. Therefore, Bach 

became concerned with the necessity for composers, 

including himself, to develop more accurate marks of 

expression and notation, and made such a plea in his 

writings,22 

20Reginald 
Gerig, Famous Pianists and Their Techniques. 

(Washington, New York City: Robert B. Luce, Inc., 1974), p.11. 

21Ludwig Nohl, Letters of Distinguished Musicians: Gluck, 
Haydn, P. E. Bach, Weber, Mendelssohn. Translated by Lady 
Wallace. (London: Longmans, Green and Company, 1867), p. 56. 

22Harold Schonberg, op. cit., p. 28. 
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The second of Burney's curious statements --that Bach 

"possesses every style, though he chiefly confines himself 

to the expressive," implies that the simplicity of style 

was a self- imposed discipline. This statement also suggests 

that Bach was quite capable of many disciplines; his impro- 

visational vocabulary was undoubtedly poly -lingual, and he 

was able to scurry up and down the keyboard with impressive 

velocity and control, but his resistance to that type of 

exuberance was explained in his autobiography: 

My chief effort, especially in recent years 
has been directed towards both playing and 
composing as songfully as possible for the 
clavier, notwithstanding its lack of sus- 
taining power. This (challenge) is not at 
all easy if the ear is not be left too empty 
and (if) the noble simplicity of the melody 
is not to be disturbed by too much bustle. 
It seems to me that music primarily must 
touch the heart, and the clavierist never 
can accomplish that through mere bluster, 
drumming, and arpeggiating, at least not 
in my opinion.23 

Bach was an advocate of the Empfindsamer Stil, or 

"sentimental style," which he contrasted with the "learned 

style" that was rooted in French "galant" music. Empfind- 

samer Stil is closely associated with "Sturm und Drang"- - 

the distinction perhaps being that the former emphasizes 

the intimacy and simplicity of expression, while Sturm und 

Drang allows for violent outbursts and sweeping rhapsodies. 

23William 
S. Newmann, The Sonata in the Classic Era. 

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963), 
p. 372. 
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The ultimate state of Empfindsamer Stil would be reached 

by tapping into one's immediate emotional place and trans- 

forming those affections through the keyboard. It was 

believed that the sudden musical changes that resulted 

were a natural phenomenon and the "passions of the soul 

have a rhythmic connectedness;" a kind of "unconscious 

logic. "24 Daryl Berg points out a noticeable absence of 

Classical balance and unity, calling this music "anti- 

classicism." 25 In Bach's music there is a clear distinc- 

tion between lyrical and virtuoso passages. Emanuel 

warned against "empty virtuosity" and expressed a dis- 

like for keyboardists who were not composers, whose "chief 

asset is technique. "26 Ironically, Bach's Essay on the 

True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments is widely con- 

sidered one of the chief foundations for Nineteenth 

Century keyboard virtuosity. The Essay, published in 

1753, is a landmark treatise featuring discussions on 

improvisations, modulation, fingering, ornamentation, and 

figured -based realization. 

C.P.E. Bach's true virtuosity was found in his com- 

positions; they are unique treatments of form and are full 

24Philipp Barford, op. cit., p. 132. 

25Daryl 
Berg, op. cit., p. 39. 

26William 
S. Newmann, op. cit., p. 372. 
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of surprises. Emanuel's music uses Baroque equations such 

as sequences and pitch formulas, stepwise bass lines, orna- 

mentation, and counterpoint. The intellect of the listener 

is further enticed by what Charles Rosen calls "harmonic 

shock. "27 His music also displays a keen awareness of 

visual and tactile relationships,28yet the temptation to 

exercise keyboard gymnastics always yields to aesthetic 

integrity. This resulted into thin - textured music, which 

Philipp Barford has defended by reminding us of Bach's 

devotion to subjective expression, his need to "avoid 

contrapuntal solutions and the grandeur," and his 

"fascination with harmonic conflict in its essential 

state. "29 

Thus, C.P.E. became an expert composer by tuning into 

his most inspired musical motives and resounding them in 

their simplest context. He was not a master of developing 

these motives in the style of High Classicism, yet was most 

successful at creating an endless variety of settings for 

his themes, and ultimately found his musical genius in the 

art of repetition and contrast. 

27Charles Rosen. The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, 
and Beethoven. (London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1976) p. 79. 

28 Philipp Barford, op. cit., p. 8. 

29 Philipp Barford, op. cit., p. 148. 
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Bach is most noted for his innovative Sonatas and Free 

Fantasias. Previous to the collection for "Connisseurs and 

Amateurs" were the "Prussian" Sonatas of 1742, the "Wurttem- 

berg" Sonatas of 1744, Six Sonatas of 1753, Sonatas with 

Altered Reprises of 1760, Sonatas for the Ladies, published 

in 1770, and perhaps a hundred others, ranging from light- 

weight clavier sonatas to prophetic works which approach 

Beethoven's early pianistic style. The Fantasias appear in 

the later sets of "Kenner and Liebhaber," standing also as 

models of a form that was later to be explored by Haydn, 

Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and 

Chopin, to name a few. The rest of C.P.E. Bach's output 

includes a dozen keyboard concertos, ten symphonies, 21 

passions, a Magnificat, and many chamber pieces, especially 

flute sonatas. 

The genesis of Bach's creativity was in his improvisa- 

tions. Burney and his contemporaries were convinced that 

Emanuel was blessed with phenomenal spontanaety. Burney 

described an evening in Bach's home: 

After dinner, which was elegantly served, 
and cheerfully eaten, I prevailed upon 
him to sit down again to a chavichord, and 
he played, with little intermission, till 
near eleven o'clock at night. During this 
time, he grew so animated and possessed, 
that he not only played, but looked like one 
inspired. His eyes were fixed, his under lip 
fell, and drops of effervescence distilled 
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from his countenance. He said, if he 
were to be set to work frequently in this 
manner, he should grow young again.30 

Even in his most hypnotic state, Bach must have exer- 

cised tremendous control of the keyboard. His discussion 

on improvisation from the Essay on the True Art of Playing 

Keyboard Instruments implies that his own style was 

greatly considered, having deliberate formulas and har- 

monic rules, premeditated themes and key schemes, and cal- 

culated arpeggiations. Literal repetition was avoided 

during improvisation. Variation and derivation techniques 

prevailed, as the improviser might have been expected to 

unify his performance by melodic or rhythmic motives. 

Though C.P.E.'s fascination with extraordinary harmonic 

relationships is obvious, he warns the improviser against 

wandering into remote keys for extended periods, and 

advises the player to establish the principal key early 

during an exercise and to return to the tonic well in 

advance of the ultimate chord. Also from the Essay, Bach 

makes an interesting correlation between improvisation and 

"natural talent," and emphasizes the necessity of composers 

to improvise. 

Since the fashion of performed improvisations was so 

popular during Emanuel Bach's day, it is logical that his 

30Dr. Charles Burney, op. cit., p. 219. 
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Fantasias for keyboard were intended to simulate a spon- 

taneous performance. Most of them contain unmeasured 

cadenza -like sections with rhapsodic arpeggios, animated 

recitatives, extended chord passages, and modulatory 

sequences. This freely directed music would often be off- 

set by fragmented lyricism, single- measure Adagios, and 

dramatic silences. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE RONDOS 

Fantasias of the mid -Eighteenth Century were con- 

sidered profound works; the harmonic and thematic freedoms 

that Bach took in these pieces was subject to endless 

aesthetic debate. They were criticised as too abstract, 

too fragmented, and overdone, and were actually adorned by 

only a few connoisseurs. The collection title "Connoisseurs 

and Amateurs" may have indeed represented a split market of 

music -buyers. Much less controversial than the Fantasias, 

the Rondos were included deliberately in this collection to 

spice the series with lighter and more coherent music. 

Offering tunefulness, repetition, and contrast, Bach's 

Rondos followed a German vogue for the instrumental Rondo 

which began in the early 1770's. In a letter to Alexander 

Reinagle, Bach responds to that vogue: 

The fondness for rondos is just as great 
here as in London. For that reason, I have 
mixed them them in to further my sale. I know 
from experience that a lot of my collec -31 
tions sell merely because of the rondos. 

Otto Vrieslander wrote: 

31Ludwig, Nohl, op. cit., p. 56. 
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The Bach Rondos stand completely alone 
and represents personal and ingenious 
solutions to this form.32 

In Malcolm Cole's special section on Bach's Rondos from the 

New Grove article, he states: 

C.P.E. Bach's rondos stand outside the 
mainstream of the genre's evolution. 
Indeed, a gulf separates Bach's own early, 
French - inspired rondos. . . from the 13 
refined, independent rondos of the series 
on 'Connoisseurs and Amateurs'.33 

Karl Geiringer writes: 

. . these rondos are the musical 
counterpart of his witty and spirited 
conversations. 34 

Eugene Helm is Emanuel Bach's biographer for the New Grove 

Dictionary and is the author of A New Thematic Catalog for 

the Works of C.P.E. Bach. He has written: 

In the rondos of the 'Kenner and Liebhaber' 
series the rondo theme is subjected to 
every imaginable reshaping; in any restate- 
ment literal repetition seems to be abhorent, 
and is endured only briefly, for establishing 
formal signposts. 

32Rose, Juanelva M. The Harmonic Idiom of the Key- 
board Works of C.P.E. Bach. Ph.D. dissertation: Univer- 
sity of California, Santa Barbara, 1970. (Photocopy. 
Ann Arbor University Microfilms), p. 151. 

33Malcolm 
S. Cole, "RONDO: The Rondos of C.P.E. Bach," 

in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Edited 
by Stanley Sadie. (London: MacMillan Publishers Limited, 
1980) , p. 173. 

34Karl Geiringer, The Bach Family: Seven Generations of 
Creative Genius. (London: Oxford University Press, 1954), 
p. 359. 

35Eugene Helm, "BACH III," op. cit. p. 851. 
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Though C.P.E. used the Rondo form in two sonata move- 

ments (W65.33 and W65.41), and employed Rondo techniques 

in several other movements, the pieces entitled "Rondo for 

Pianoforte" have been chosen for study in this work because 

they are independent compositions belonging to the "Kenner 

and Liebhaber" collection composed during his mature period. 

The second, third, and fourth sets of "Kenner and Liebhaber" 

contain three Rondos, and the fifth and sixth volumes con- 

tain two. The latter three sets each include a pair of 

Fantasias and four of the last five sets are introduced 

with a Rondo. Alfred Wotquenne, who compiled an earlier 

catalog of C.P.E. Bach's works, labels the "Kenner and 

Liebhaber" volumes beginning with '55' to '61', and 

Wotquenne numbers will be used for identification in this 

study. 

Emanuel Bach was not as prolific with Rondo movements 

as he was Sonatas, and previous to 1780, he showed little 

interest in formal experimentation of the Rondo, using pri- 

marily the ABACA model that was made popular by French 

composers during J. S. Bach's lifetime. The pianoforte 

Rondos, introduced after 1780, illustrate Philipp Emanuel's 

freshly sparked interest in juggling with this form; the 

pieces seem to be deliberate challenges to traditional 

formulae because of the rich variation of the Refrains and 
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unpredictability of the episodes. Bach approached Rondo - 

form not with the idea of creating new rules --his intent 

was to remodel the old, to break some rules while respect- 

ing others. The Eighteenth Century German Rondo would 

have been expected to contain the following essential 

ingredients: two Parallel Periods of thematic material in 

the tonic key, thus constituting a double statement of the 

Refrain; either on Imperfect Authentic Cadence or a Half 

Cadence, followed by a Perfect Authentic Cadence within 

one thematic period- structure; finally, an Episode following 

the Refrain which carries the listener back to a third 

statement of the Refrain in the tonic key. These events 

may be abbreviated as A(A)BA, which normally is 10 to 12 

percent of each piece. The majority of the Rondos in 

"Kenner and Liebhaber" contain parallel periods and Perfect 

Authentic Cadences to strongly establish the tonic key and 

to reiterate the thematic material (see Summary Chart). The 

periods are normally 4, 8, or 16 bars in length, adhering to 

a classical principle of balance. 

However, two Rondos, published consecutively in the 

fourth series, contain only one thematic period (W58.1 in 

A Major and W58.3 in E Major) and one Rondo has two periods 

of 9 bars each (W58.9 in c minor). In two other Rondos, 

Bach inserts a subordinate Episode between the two periods 
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to foreshadow succeeding Episodes and to suspend the Refrain 

(W58.5 in B -flat Major and W61.4 in d minor). In addition 

to tampering with the initial "A" section and its repeat, 

the A(A)BA plan is averted in the Rondos by surprising the 

listener in the initial Episode or the expected tonic return 

of the Refrain. Three Rondos use only slight variations of 

Refrain themes in their initial Episodes rather than new 

material and are strengthened by Perfect Authentic Cadences 

in dominant keys, thus implying a Refrain (W56.3 in D Major, 

W57.3 in G Major, and W59.2 in G Major). Yet, in each case 

the tonic refrain returns shortly thereafter. A "false" 

tonic Refrain is employed in the Rondo in d minor, W61.4 -- 

the theme returns promptly in the tonic key but suddenly 

cadences in F Major, beginning another Refrain. The Rondo 

in C Major, W56.1, falsely restates the Refrain in the 

dominant key and cadences strongly in that key to further 

the confusion. However, it restates the tonic Refrain 14 

bars later and cadences strongly in the tonic key with an 

extended 4 -bar pedal followed by a fermata. This movement 

from tonic -to- dominant -to- tonic, using the same thematic 

material implies a rounded binary orientation within the 

first quarter of the Rondo. Furthermore, the Rondo in A 

Major, W58.1, and E -flat Major, W61.1, are guilty of 

avoiding the tonic Refrain of the second "A" section 

altogether. 
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C.P.E. Bach's tendency to evade the A(A)BA formula is 

fascinating; it is enhanced by a realization that Bach had 

mastered Sonata -form before the "Kenner und Liebhaber" 

decade, and frequently used sonata elements in his Rondos. 

The "Sonatas with Altered Reprises" are excellent examples 

of Bach's avoidance of literal repetition --as described by 

the title, Bach successfully restates all the sonata themes 

of this collection in elaborate variation, and it is the 

variation technique which he draws upon infinitely in the 

Rondos. But in addition to borrowing the "altered reprises" 

idea for the Refrains, Bach's Rondos contain Transitions and 

Retransitions, contrasting themes, Trio sections, Recapitu- 

lations, and Codas --all borrowed from Sonata -form. Fantasia 

elements are present in the Rondo as well -- collectively, 

14 percent total music in the Rondos is cadenza -like 

arpeggiation, similar to those well -known arpeggiated 

passages found in Bach's pseudo- improvisations. Also, the 

Rondos contain long sweeping gestures, abrupt harmonic 

shifts, rhythmic eccentricities, misplaced fermatas, dis- 

pensed bar -lines, and single -measure movement changes W59.2 

in G Major and W56.3 in D Major). 

Bach manages to retain the Rondo -form in all cases by 

using the general concept of Refrain -Episode alternation and 

by stating the final Refrain in the tonic key. Also, he 

states the tonic Refrain in each Rondo at least three times. 
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Though they are always in slight variation, over 50 percent 

of the total number of Refrains in the Rondo are in the 

tonic key. Furthermore, C.P.E. retains Rondo -form by 

using the 4 -bar phrase orientation and supplying a unique 

abundance of Perfect Authentic Cadences. These cadences 

happen typically in several keys, but correspond to the 

same overall tonic proportions as the Refrains. Bach's 

emphasis of tonic Refrains allows him to wander into dis- 

tant keys and is made more intriguing by a de- emphasis of 

the dominant key. This de- emphasis helps to distinguish 

the Rondo -form from the Sonata - form --in the thirteen 

Rondos, there are only three dominant Refrains, out of 

98 total Refrains. 

In his Essay, C.P.E. Bach included a discussion of 

key relationships, placing them in three catagories. In 

a major key, the dominant and submediant harmonies (V 

and vi) would be considered "Close" keys and the super- 

tonic, mediant, and subdominant harmonies (ii, iii, and IV) 

were called "Remote" in their relationship to tonic. All 

other keys were considered "Distant" keys. Minor key rela- 

tionships were as follows: "Close" keys are the mediant 

(III) and dominant (V); "Remote" keys are subdominant (iv), 

submediant (VI) and subtonic (VII) with the remaining keys 

being considered "Distant." 
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Nineteen of the thirty -one non -tonic Refrains are in 

"Distant" keys such as subtonic, raised subdominant, and 

altered mediant keys. 

His tendency to modulate with diminished seventh chords 

becomes greater as he treks deeper into "Distant" keys. 

Pivot chrod modulations are prevalent in "Tonic- Close" and 

"Tonic- Remote" relationships. For the most part, the new 

Refrain keys are preceded by a dominant seventh chord some- 

where in the previous Episode, and key centers for Refrains 

are reached several measures in advance. Yet, Bach manages 

to dramaticize the Refrain entrances by the use of silences, 

fermatas elisions, metric distortions, and false starts. 

Refrains may be modified internally by similar devices. 

Fermatas, rests, and abrupt dynamic markings are used inside 

the Refrains to surprise the listener. Also, Bach varies 

the thematic material of the Refrain; the thematic formula 

for the first two phrases is typically (ab + ac), which 

describes two similar phrase- beginnings contrasted by two 

different cadential endings. Variety is achieved by dis- 

rupting the (ab + ac) formula -- measures and beats are added, 

the "b" material may surprisingly return for the second 

phrase, and any of the three parts (a, b, or c) may be 

arpeggiated, ornamented, placed in a new keyboard register, 

harmonized differently, or fragmented. Bach also employs 
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augmentation of themes and occasionally will insert extended 

measures within themes to the point where a sense of state- 

ment is lost, but will abruptly cadence in the correct key 

with the expected material. 

Episode material is either borrowed from Refrain 

themes, entirely new, or simply arpeggiated harmonies. The 

material which is borrowed from Refrain themes is set in 

endless variation, but rarely is transformed into long 

sequences and motivic passagework similar to Classical 

Development sections in Sonata -forms. However, Bach does 

achieve Trio -like effects and suggestions of Second Themes 

in the Episodes by the use of entirely new material, often 

in a different key. The arpeggiated harmonies serve as 

transitional passages and directly precede Refrains. 

Coda material from the Rondos is generally derived from 

Refrain themes. One might expect Coda material to be faster 

in motion or cadenza -like. One of Bach's most unique 

features of the Rondos in his preference for understated 

endings. Many of his Rondos end with little warning and are 

gone "in a whisper." 



CHAPTER V 

SELECTED RONDOS 

The following Rondos have been selected for discussion 

to illustrate the previous remarks on Bach's Rondos. 

1. Rondo in E Major (W57.'1) 

The Rondo in E Major, from the third collection for 

"Connoisseurs and Amateurs" is unusually solemn in charac- 

ter, marked "Poco Andante." The key of E Major brightens 

what might otherwise be a dull opening, which contains 

four phrases all ending in the tonic key, only slightly 

varied. The first two phrases are marked "pianissimo" 

and are oriented to the treble register of the keyboard; 

the second two phrases are broadened by the addition of 

bass octaves and "forte" dynamics: 
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Figure 1. W57.1, mm.1 -8. 
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This double statement happens in all but one of the Rondos 

(W58.3 in E Major) . 

The (ab + ac) thematic construction formula has been 

employed in this Refrain; the second occurrence of "c" 

material, in measure 8, has been strengthened by a rhythmic 

accelaration, perhaps to offset the opening double Refrain. 

This particular cadential material, labelled "c" should be 

noted as one of Bach's signatures for Rondo themes. The 

descending treble and bass lines are in similar motion, 

with the bass voice sounding a dominant broken octave. This 

similar motion, following through a basic ii -V -I progression 

with a Perfect cadence, seems ordinary and prescribed. It 

haunts six other Rondos: 
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Figure 2. W56.3, mm.6 -8 (left); W56.5, mm.14 -16 (right). 

Other examples: W57.5, mm.75 -78; W57.3, mm.15 -16; 

W59.4, mm.8 -9; W16.1, mm.15 -16. 

Yet, the Refrain theme of the E Major Rondo remains 

elegant and simple. Its pensive charm is not lost as it 

journeys through unusual keys and various settings. In fact, 
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aside from the broadening of the theme in the second phrase 

of the first eight bars, the theme remains in a three -voiced 

texture. However, Bach provides variety in the Refrains by 

arpeggiation, rhapsodic gestures, and "Distant" keys: 
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Figure 3. W57.1, mm. 23 -28. 

Also, Bach frequently suspends or extends the Refrains, 

using either augmentation, added music, or, in this case, 

a fermata preceded by dynamic graduation, thus interrupting 

the thematic flow: 
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Figure 4. W57.1, mm.42 -43. 
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After a deceptive cadence to c -sharp minor in measure 

46 and a double fermata, Bach uses the c -sharp minor chord 

as a minor dominant chord and pivots into F -sharp Major. 

But the real surprise is a sudden metric change to 12/8: 

. 

PP 
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Figure 5. W57.1, mm. 45-48. 

r 

C.P.E. completes two Refrains in F -sharp Major in this 

meter, then states two more Refrains in C Major, arpeggia- 

ting the second C Major Period in a high register. Thus, 

the key scheme for the Refrains in this Rondo is [E: E: E: 

F: E: f- sharp: F- sharp: C: C: E: E: E:). Most Episodes 

modulate from one key to another by using pivot chords and 

secondary dominant functions. 

The initial Episode in this Rondo contains 12 measures 

of new music. Following the first eight bars in a highly 

reinforced tonic key, this Episode breaks away from the 
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Refrain by modulating to the dominant key. A dominant 

Perfect Authentic Cadence occurs 8 bars into the Episode, 

then the next four bars modulate back to the tonic key 

by a half cadence (on the dominant). This Episode could 

be diagrammed as follows: 

mm. 9-12 

1-V 

13 -16 

V 

Figure 6. Diagram of mm.9 -20, W57.1. 

17 -20 

V-1 

A complete restatement of the tonic Refrain in mea- 

sures 21 -24 creates a closed -form feeling in the first 24 

bars. The final 18 bars, measures 78 -94, balance the first 

24 bars of the Rondo in the same closed -form way --two tonic 

Refrains, then a dominant Episode, then a tonic Refrain. 

The repetition of Episodes helps to unify this Rondo. 

The initial 12 -bar Episode returns in almost exact repeti- 

tion to modulate from the two C major Refrains to the 

Recapitulatory E Major Refrain. Also, there is a fantasia - 

like Episode which has two similar statements, both which 

serve as harmonic bridges to the dominant E Major, and 

precede tonic Refrains. After a dramatic cadenza, 

featuring an Italian augmented sixth chord, the final 
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Refrain of the Rondo recalls the purity of the first 

Refrain and completes the piece very gently, without 

punctuation: 
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Figure 7. W57.1, mm.91 -95. 

This Rondo in E Major is unusually long and is unified 

by containing closed forms, consistent Refrain measures and 

four double statements of the Refrain; yet the Rondo is left 

without a Coda. Eight other Rondos in this collection end 

in a similar understated fashion: 

T 

Figure 8. W56.1, mm.176 -177 (top left); W56.3, mm.169 -173 (top right); 

W61.4, mm.123 -125 (bottom). Other examples: W56.5, mm.170- 
173; W58.3, mm.182 -183; W58.5, mm.223 -224; W59.4, mm.109 -110; 
W61.1, mm.248 -249. 
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2. Rondo in G Major (W57.3) 

The next Rondo in the same volume of "Kenner und 

Liebhaber" is marked "Poco Andante," like the Rondo in 

E Major, but is completely different in character. It is 

a playful, ornamented work which reflects Emanuel Bach's 

humorous nature. This Rondo might be a perfect example 

of Bach's intention to please a more light- hearted market 

of music lovers --it is "to- the -point" and "true -to- form." 

Like the E Major Rondo (W5 7. 1) , four phrases ending 

on tonic chords open the piece, fulfilling the double - 

Refrain plan. These phrases follow the same harmonic 

progression, [I -V -I) + [16- IV -V -I); each period is con- 

structed with the (ab + ac) formula; and each phrase 

contains that embarrassing cadential cliche: 
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Figure 9. W57.3, mm.1 -16. 
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However, Bach the master craftsman, takes this formula 

and spins out a delightful series of variations by exploit- 

ing the question- answer quality of the theme. The 

"question" would be the "a" part of (ab + ac), and it is 

harmonized differently throughout the piece: 
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Figure 10. W57.3: mm.25 -26 (top left); mm.30 -31 (top center); 

mm.50 -51 (top right); mm.74 -75 (middle row); 
mm.97 -100 (bottom). 

Each answer, of course, responds to these various 

questions with ornamented notes, sweeping gestures, con- 

trasting dynamic markings and contrasting registers. The 

note values of each answer are at least twice as fast, 

corresponding to the original "answer." 
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The formal plan in this Rondo is dominated by the 4- 

bar question- and - answer idea. Though the Episodes use 

basically the same thematic material, Refrains are 

recognizable by an Imperfect Authentic Cadence at the end 

of the first 4 -bar phrase, followed by a Perfect Authentic 

Cadence at the end of the second phrase. Two Refrains are 

preceded by short cadenza -like passages --the second such 

instance modulates into C -sharp Major on a second inversion 

chord by borrowing the "A- flat" from a German sixth chord 

in c minor and enharmonically spelling it as the "G- sharp" 

of the new key: 
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Figure 11. W57.3, mm.81 -86. 

There is only one 2-bar + 2 -bar phrase, sounded twice, 

that is truly new material. This seems to serve a compli- 

mentary function, perhaps to prevent thematic monotony, and, 

in both cases, repeats a secondary dominant -to- dominant 

progression: 
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Figure 12. W57.3, mm.25 -28. 

The ending of this Rondo is the only instance of a 

dramatic fortissimo chord which accentuates the strong 

beat of the last measure: 
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Figure 13. W57.3, mm.139 -141. 

3. Rondo in E Major (x158.3) 

Philipp Emanuel Bach's only German instructions for a 

Rondo occurs in the E Major Rondo of the fourth volume of 

"Kenner und Liebhaber." One might speculate that Italian 

terms could not sufficiently describe for C.P.E. this type 

of yearning music; therefore, the words "Massig und sanft" 

are offered, meaning "restrained and gentle." This theme 

is of the same mood as Beethoven's Opus 90 Sonata, in the 

same key. It is long -winded, stretching 16 measures in 



triple meter, and is one of the two Rondos which does not 

use a double announcement of the Refrain: 

Missi* und sanft. 

1 
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Figure 14. 1458.3, mm.1 -16. 
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Perhaps the melancholic nature of this Rondo justifies 

the absence of harmonic exploration --four tonic Refrains 

border each end of the Rondo, complemented by a subdominant 

Refrain and a Refrain in g minor, the mediant key borrowed 

from e minor. The key of e minor plays an important role 

in the Episodic return to the tonic key for the ensuing 

Refrain. The harmonic rhythm is accelerated with abrupt 

forte -piano dynamics, creating unexpected chromatic excite- 

ment: 
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Figure 15. W58.3, mm.176 -185. 

The interior Q minor section is set off by two sudden 

stops in the music: 
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Figure 16. W58.3: mm.89 -93 (top); mm.115 -122 (bottom). 
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Refrain variations are comparatively slight, using 

register changes and dynamic variety. There are two 

instances of thematic augmentation in this Rondo, enhancing 

the timelessness of "Massig and sanft." 

{ 
f 

Figure 17. W58.3: mm.111 -122 (above); mm.136 -142 (below). 

4. Rondo in c minor (W59.4) 

The capricious Rondo in c minor is another example of 

C.P.E. Bach's imaginative use of variation techniques. This 

Rondo theme is predominantly in the treble register of the 

keyboard until it cadences strongly with a bass accompani- 

ment, again using Bach's cadential cliche. This unique 
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Refrain theme is 9 bars in length, prolonged by a 

Neopolitan harmony. The half- cadence, or "b" part of the 

first phrase is approached by three broken diminished 

chords in clipped rhythm with three different dynamic 

markings: 

V 

Figure 18. W59.4, mm.1 -4. 

An (ab + ac) thematic formula is used in this Rondo; 

the "c" part contrasts the "b" part by containing the pro- 

longed Neopolitan harmony, followed by cadential material 

that contains two chromatic tritones: 

Figure 19. W59.4, mm.7 -9. 
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The second Refrain statement is arpeggiated entirely, 

with the exception of the Neopolitan chord, which is 

arpeggiated in the first Refrain. Measure 19 begins a 

highly contrasting Episode, which sounds like the Trio of 

a Classical Minuet and Trio movement because it is more 

sustained and melodious, and it is in the relative major 

key: 

Figure 20. W59.4, mm.18 -22. 

The other two long Episodes in this Rondo are very 

similar in character -- slower and calm, with sustained 

middle- register textures sounding like Trios. Yet, all 

three large Episodes are thematically different, as though 

each Episode would logically follow another. If the 

listener hears this Rondo from that perspective, the 

Refrains sound like interruptions! 

The sharp contrast of Refrain and Episodic material in 

this Rondo is unique for C.P.E. Bach --most of his Rondos 

are compact in thematic material with tightly woven Refrains 

and Episodes. This Rondo is abnormally sectional, offset by 

strong Perfect Authentic Cadences and key changes during 

each Refrain -to- Episode transition: 
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Figure 21. W59.4: mm.35 -37 (above); mm.63 -64 (below). 
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The occurrences of Epl_ode -to- Refrain are less abrupt- - 

during the latter part of the Episodes, the transition back 

to c minor occurs and the stately mood of the Episodes are 

interrupted by hints of musical agitation which foreshadows 

the Refrains: 

Figure 22. W59.4, mm.44 -48. 
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The final Episode is interrupted by a sudden entrance 

of the Refrain theme, which immediatly modulates to f -sharp 

minor, then e-flat minor by using the broken diminished 

chords of the original theme. This is a false Refrain 

because it uses only "a" material from the (ab + ac) 

thematic formula, and this material ultimately wanders into 

Distant keys: 
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Figure 23. W59.4, mm.71 -86. 

A fantasia -like section follows, resembling a 

"Retransition" of Sonata -form because of its journey through 

several dominant seventh chords: 
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Figure 24. W59.4, mm.87 -93. 
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The final Neopolitan chord of the final Refrain is 

suspended by a fermata and a short recitative, cluing the 

listener of the end of this Rondo: 
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Figure 25. W59.4, mm.105 -107. 
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Yet, this work offers one of the most unpredictable 

endings of all the Rondos by fragmenting the original theme 

with a surprising musical halt: 

.1 TIM v till. 

Figure 26. W59.4, mm.108 -110. 

The c minor Rondo is a curious work; it is animated but 

serious, recalling the more profound Fantasia -style. What 

responses did Bach expect from his audience after hearing 

this piece? Whether it was unrest, enlightenment, or amuse- 

ment is not clear, but it is unlikely that this piece caused 

indifference. 
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5. Rondo in E -flat Major (W61.1) 

Spanning almost a decade, C.P.E.'s "Kenner and Lieb- 

haber" project reflects just slight stylistic change within 

the series, since the master had reached a mature style as 

he began the collection. Through the Rondos, one might 

detect Bach's continual interest in the dynamic capabilities 

of the pianoforte. The E -flat Major Rondo, marked 

"Andantino," contains no fantasia -type arpeggiations; but, 

like the "Massig and sanft" Rondo in E Major, it is com- 

pletely lyrical, with long musical lines of gradual 

intensity, often moving from pianissimo to fortissimo, 

and from thin, vocal textures to broad, octave -type 

pianistic textures. The bulk of music in this work is 

monothematic, with a Refrain theme which expands upon two 

motivic cells: 

1. "x" motive = two repeated notes (an upbeat 
going to a downbeat) 

2. "y" motive = a descending melodic reaction 
to "x" motive, ending on a 

suspension 

These two motives are coupled five times in the first 

Refrain and are present almost exclusively throughout the 

entire Rondo. This kind of motivic economy borders on true 

development, but never escapes its thematic function. 

Nevertheless, one is reminded of Beethoven: 
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Figure 27. W61.6, mm.1 -16. 

This is the only Rondo in which non -tonic Refrains 
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outnumber tonic Refrains; the theme moves from E -flat Major, 

then to D -flat Major, to a minor, c minor, and A -flat Major, 

before it recapitulates toward the end. 

The initial Episode serves as a transition --the 

repeated "x" note becomes a dominant pedal tone in B -flat 

Major over a long buildup to a fermata, similar to 

Beethoven's style. An unusual dominant -key Refrain follows, 

implying Sonata -form: 
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Figure 28. W61.1, mm.45 -50. 
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The transitional passage following that dominant 

Refrain is chromatically disorienting, using the pitch of 

B -flat to pivot into e-flat minor and eventually shifting 

to D -flat Major by using diminished intervals. The second 

occurrence of this passage modulates from c minor to D -flat 

Major; the descending chromatic sixths in the left hand have 

the romantic mystique of Franz Liszt: 
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Figure 29. W61.1, mm.152 -169. 

Another interesting modulation occurs between an 

f minor Episode and the a minor Refrain. After using four 

bars of diminished chords (beginning on measure 97) and 

distorting the musical motion with a tied measure, Bach 

uses the leading tone of a minor to resolve to a C Major - 

Major seventh chord, also explained as a rootless a minor 

chord with a 9 -8 suspension: 



Figure 30. W61.1, mm.101 -105. 

The final Refrain is an unaccompanied statement in 

augmentation, extended over 17 measures: 
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Figure 31. W61.1, mm.218 -236. 
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Its complimentary period represents the Coda, which is 

the only melismatic passage of this sombre Rondo, ending in 

peaceful suspension: 
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Figure 32. W61.1, m.236 -247. 



CHAPTER VI 

A FINAL NOTE 

The last work of the final volume of "Kenner and 

Liebhaber" is the Fantasia in C Major. It is a scattered 

caprice with two inserted slow movements. Surprisingly, 

both Fantasias of the last volume are measured completely, 

both contain an unprecedented economy of thematic material 

for that genre, and the C Major Fantasia has no arpeggiated 

transitional passages, which had previously been a Fantasia 

trademark. 

Therefore, this last Fantasia illustrates C.P.E. Bach's 

fusion of the Fantasia, Sonata, and Rondo styles. The 

piece is entitled "Fantasia" because of its unpredictable 

phrase structure, the free harmonic scheme, and the two 

internal slow movements. However, the closed, balanced 

nature of those slow movements, along with the Fast -Slow- 

Fast element, carries Sonata implications. 

Because Bach's Rondo principles were blended, his 

sophisticated Rondo style is reflected in the Fantasia 

in C Major chiefly through power of suggestion. C.P.E. 

sets up several opportunities to restate the theme in the 
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tonic key; in this short movement, there are seven tonic 

occurrences of the opening idea, and twelve additional 

occurrences in other keys. Such economy of material must 

have appealed to Haydn --his Fantasia in C Major (Hoboken 

XVII; 4), which was composed three years after Bach's 

Fantasia, is also based loosely on Rondo principles and 

bears resemblence to this Fantasia by opening with a similar 

C -triad theme (with a repeated G pitch) and using a closing 

A -flat harmony. 
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